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How to create new technology
HAP - The human access point

- Some problems
  - We cannot learn the culture in a few months
  - Users cannot participate
  - There are not enough of us
Final Model

Transitive Design

- Designer
- Technology
- HAP
- Technology
- User

HAP Requirements
User Requirements
“Communitisation”

- Create software, or infrastructure, for mobile handsets that allows expert novices to create their own solutions
  
  Somewhere between Open Source and Personalisation
Children use MXit

- IRC client for all handsets
- 5.2 million people (of 44 million in SA)
- 1/10000th the cost per character of SMS
Fundamental Communication

Snap And Grab Board

1. University of Cape Town
2. Beyoncé Knowles
3. UCT Radio
4. Springbok Rugby Update
5. DIS 2008
6. Cornerstone 2007
7. St John’s Tower
8. WhereAboutsClock

Snap
- send via Bluetooth to the board

Grab
- accept the items you like
Donate - in conjunction with MSR
DIY data collection